Abstract. In the space of principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension 5, eight special theta relations can be chosen to define eight hypersurfaces whose intersection contains the Jacobian locus as a component.
A recent result of D. Mumford is an essential ingredient of the proof. Otherwise we use methods that go back to M. Noether [4] . We must presuppose some acquaintance with the classical theory of theta functions. As references we give [5] , [2, Chapter 7] and also [1] for a very brief resume. We will briefly introduce some of the necessary ideas for dimension 5, hoping they are already somewhat famiUar to the reader. Our notation will follow [2] .
Let (iriE, B) be a 5 X 10 period matrix for an abelian variety A E Ss. For u E C5 Let G4 = {(0),(afta9aX0axx),(a6a7asa9),(a6a7aX0axx)}.
Then
We conclude that for any 6 distinct integers from 1 to 11, Thus the theta functions for A have vanishing properties which mimic those of a hyperelliptic Jacobian. Mumford's theorem [3] states that such an A must be in %5; that is, %5 is characterized by the vanishings of its theta functions with half-integer Th. Char.'s. Q.E.D.
We now consider the special theta relations for genus 5, that is, equations in the thetanulls which hold on ¡j 5 but not on ¡*5.
Let Consequently, this new set of eleven equations locally defines %5 in S5. The eight special theta relations (SR)123A define eight hypersurfaces in S5 each containing f5. Let V be an irreducible component of the intersection of these eight hypersurfaces which contains f5. The equations 8[na¡] = 0, ; = 1,2,3, determine three hypersurfaces whose intersection with V equals %5 by Lemma 2. Consequently, V has codimension > 3. It follows that V = fy5 since $-5 has codimension 3.
Theorem. In S5 eight special theta relations can be chosen which give local defining equations for f5.
We conclude with some comments in the case of genus 6. Let <$7 be the principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension 6 which are Pryms of Riemann surfaces of genus 7. Then f6 C 97 C S6 where the dimensions are 15, 18, and 21. One would like to show that the special theta relations for genus 6 are local defining equations for £6 in S6. The author has been unable to generalize the methods of this paper to this case. However, it can be shown that eight special relations as functions on ($7 define f6 locally. This is accomplished by specializing eight special relations for genus 6 to eight special relations for genus 5 known to define £5 locally. The generalization of this latter type of result to arbitrary genus appears possible.
